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Abstract: In this study, we focus mainly on the problem of ﬁnding the minimum-length path through a set of
circular regions by a ﬁxed-wing unmanned aerial vehicle. Such a problem is referred to as the Dubins traveling
salesman problem with neighborhoods (DTSPN). Algorithms developed in the literature for solving DTSPN either
are computationally demanding or generate low-quality solutions. To achieve a better trade-oﬀ between solution
quality and computational cost, an eﬃcient gradient-free descent method is designed. The core idea of the descent
method is to decompose DTSPN into a series of subproblems, each of which consists of ﬁnding the minimum-length
path of a Dubins vehicle from a conﬁguration to another conﬁguration via an intermediate circular region. By
analyzing the geometric properties of the subproblems, we use a bisection method to solve the subproblems. As a
result, the descent method can eﬃciently address DTSPN by successively solving a series of subproblems. Finally,
several numerical experiments are carried out to demonstrate the descent method in comparison with several existing
algorithms.
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1 Introduction
When performing surveillance missions, a ﬁxedwing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) usually ﬂies in
an altitude hold mode with a constant cruise speed.
In such an altitude hold mode, the kinematic ﬁxedwing UAV can be modeled as a Dubins vehicle which
moves only forward at a constant speed with a minimum turning radius (Dubins, 1957). For this reason,
the minimum-time surveillance of multiple ground
targets by a ﬁxed-wing UAV has been dubbed as the
Dubins traveling salesman problem (DTSP) in the
‡
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literature. Each DTSP consists of ﬁnding a shortest
path of a Dubins vehicle visiting each target exactly
once and ﬁnally returning to the initial target.
Since DTSP has been proven to be NP-hard (Ny
et al., 2012), if the number of targets is large, it is
diﬃcult to solve in situ by exact algorithms. Therefore, many heuristic algorithms have been developed
in three main categories, i.e., the decoupled approach
(Savla et al., 2005; Ma and Castanon, 2006; Isaiah
and Shima, 2015), transformation method (Obermeyer et al., 2010; Isaacs et al., 2011; Ny et al., 2012;
Isaacs and Hespanha, 2013), and evolutionary approach (Machareret et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014).
While the transformation method and evolutionary approach perform well in ﬁnding high-quality
solutions to DTSP, their computational burdens are
not acceptable for practical scenarios when the control decisions have to be made in situ, if not exactly,
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at least eﬃciently. The decoupled approach solves
DTSP in a hierarchical way. At a high level, the sequence of targets is ordered. Then, at a low level, by
taking into account the kinematic constraint of a Dubins vehicle, the solution path is planned according
to the sequence ordered at a high level.
The sequence of targets is usually ordered by
the solution to a degenerate variant of DTSP, namely
the Euclidean traveling salesman problem (ETSP).
ETSP is diﬀerent from DTSP because the minimum
turning radius in ETSP is not bounded. Up to
present, several well-developed algorithms (Lawler
et al., 1985; Arora, 1998) have been available to solve
ETSP with a complexity of n log n, where n is the
number of targets. Thus, using the solution to ETSP
to order the sequence of targets is probably the most
popular way.
Note that the shortest Dubins path between any
two conﬁgurations (a conﬁguration consists of a twodimensional (2D) point and a heading orientation
angle) belongs to a ﬁnite set of six candidate paths
(Dubins, 1957). Thus, once the sequence of targets
is ordered in advance, it is enough to ﬁnd a speciﬁc
heading orientation angle at each target so that the
concatenated Dubins path is the shortest. In fact,
several approximation-based algorithms have been
developed to optimize the heading orientation angle
at each target. In Savla et al. (2005), an alternating algorithm (AA) was developed to approximate
the heading orientation angles. A single vehicle algorithm (SVA) was developed in Rathinam et al. (2007)
to design the heading angle at each target. Based on
the principle of receding horizon, a look-ahead algorithm (LAA), which is a natural extension of SVA,
was developed in Ma and Castanon (2006). Based
on the solution to the three-point Dubins problem
(Chen and Shima, 2019), an iterative algorithm was
designed in Sadeghi and Smith (2016) to optimize
the heading angles.
Note that to complete a surveillance mission of
multiple ground targets, a UAV may just need to
reach a region above each target instead of arriving
to a point exactly above each target. For instance, if
a surveillance mission is to take a snapshot of each
target, a UAV needs just to reach a point in a circular
region above each target. This variant of DTSP is
dubbed a DTSP with neighborhoods (DTSPN).
Several algorithms have been developed for
DTSPN. Xin et al. (2014) developed two hybrid
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encoding-based diﬀerential evolution algorithms by
adopting a complete encoding scheme and a partial encoding scheme, separately. Obermeyer (2009)
used a genetic algorithm to address the DTSPN with
polygonal target regions. Obermeyer et al. (2010)
developed two sampling-based roadmap methods for
a visual reconnaissance UAV, and transformed DTSPN to a variant of the generalized traveling salesman problem (TSP). Yu and Hung (2012) studied
the DTSPN with overlapping target regions where
the sequence of targets is ordered by the solution to
ETSP, and proposed an alternating iterative algorithm to shorten the solution path. Faigl and Ván̆a
(2018) studied a variant of the DTSPN with the vehicle speed not being constant, and determined the solution to the variant DTSPN as a sequence of Bézier
curves. Based on convex optimization (Goaoc et al.,
2013), Tuqan et al. (2019) developed a simpliﬁed
path planning algorithm. Although signiﬁcant improvements on eﬃcient algorithms have been made
for solving DTSPN, there still exists a gap between
algorithms and their real-time applications. In fact,
these algorithms are too computationally expensive
to be applied to real-time scenarios (Ván̆a and Faigl,
2015). Unlike the aforementioned algorithms for
DTSPN, the geometric properties for the solution
to DTSPN were studied so that a decoupled algorithm for DTSPN was developed by Ván̆a and Faigl
(2015).
In this study, to achieve a better trade-oﬀ between solution quality and computational cost, a descent algorithm (DA) is designed to solve DTSPN.
This DA simultaneously optimizes the order of sequence of target regions and the conﬁguration in each
region. The core idea of DA is to decompose DTSPN
into a series of subproblems, each of which is to ﬁnd
the shortest Dubins path from a ﬁxed conﬁguration
to another ﬁxed conﬁguration via an intermediate
circular region. Through successively solving the
subproblems, the length of the solution to DTSPN
generated by DA decreases and converges to a cluster point. The eﬃciency of DA is inﬂuenced mainly
by the time needed to solve each subproblem. Using
the geometric properties of the subproblem established in Ván̆a and Faigl (2015) and Bhargav et al.
(2019), a real-valued function is established, whose
root gives the solution to the subproblems. As a result, a simple bisection method can be directly employed to solve the subproblems. This allows DA to
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solve DTSPN eﬃciently, which will be illustrated by
numerical simulations.
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3 Algorithm for DTSPN
Given any two conﬁgurations y1 and y2 in
SE(2), denote

2 Problem formulation
F : SE(2) × SE(2) → R, (y1 , y2 )→F (y1 , y2 )
The state of a Dubins vehicle can be represented
as a conﬁguration [(x, y), θ] ∈ SE(2), where (x, y) ∈
R2 denotes the position in the 2D plane and θ ∈
S1 is the heading orientation angle of the vehicle
with respect to a reference direction. Without loss
of generality, assume that the speed is one. Denote
ρ > 0 as the minimum turning radius of the Dubins
vehicle. Then, the kinematics of the Dubins vehicle
is expressed as
⎧
⎪
ẋ(t) = cos θ(t),
⎪
⎪
⎨
ẏ(t) = sin θ(t),
⎪
u(t)
⎪
⎪
⎩θ̇(t) =
,
ρ

(1)

where t ∈ R+ is the time and u ∈ [−1, 1] is the control parameter, representing the lateral acceleration
of the Dubins vehicle.
For simpliﬁcation, denote C r (z) ⊂ R2 as a
circular region centered at z ∈ R2 with a radius
r > 0. Then, we aim to address the following DTSPN
problem:
Problem 1 (DTSPN)
Let n ≥ 3 be the number of circular regions and r > 0 the radius of each
circular region. Given a sequence of target points
(z1 , z2 , . . . , zn ), then DTSPN consists of steering
system (1) from a point z in C r (z1 ), visiting at least
one point in each region of C r (zi ), and returning to
the point z ∈ C r (z1 ), so the resulting path is the
shortest among all the reasonably controlled paths.
The following assumption is considered in the
study:
Assumption 1
The distance between any two
circular regions is at least four times the minimum
turning radius ρ.
Unlike the variant of DTSPN in Ván̆a and Faigl
(2015), the formulation of DTSPN in Problem 1 does
not ﬁx the sequence of target regions, and thus Problem 1 is more diﬃcult to solve. In the next section,
a gradient-free DA will be designed for the DTSPN
deﬁned in Problem 1.

(2)

as the length of the shortest Dubins path from y1 to
y2 .
Let
Σ = (σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn )
be a sequence of integers from 1 to n. Then, it
is clear that the DTSPN deﬁned in Problem 1 is
equivalent to the following combinatorial and ﬁnite
optimization problem:

 n

F (yσi , yσi+1 )
min
yσi ,Σ
r

i=1

s.t. yσi ∈ C (zσi ) ∪ [0, 2π], i = 1, 2, . . . , n.

(3)

Converting the inﬁnite optimization problem of
Problem 1 to problem (3) allows to design an eﬃcient
gradient-free DA to solve DTSPN, as presented in
Algorithm 1.
In steps 1 and 2, we assign the initial parameters
for DTSPN and the while loop. With these initial
parameters, the sequence of targets is ordered by the
solution to ETSP in step 3. The sequence (Lk )k∈N
denotes the length of the solution path generated by
each step in the while loop. In steps 6–9, we adjust the conﬁgurations in the circular regions of even
numbers while ﬁxing the conﬁgurations in the circular regions of odd numbers. Then, the conﬁgurations
in the circular regions of odd numbers are optimized
in steps 10–13 with the conﬁgurations in the circular
regions of even numbers being ﬁxed. As the conﬁguration in each circular region is optimized by steps
6–13, the sequence obtained in step 3 may not be optimal any more. Thus, in steps 14–17 the sequence of
targets is updated. The UPDATE sequence in step
14 can use an eﬃcient algorithm presented in Tran
(2019). The output in step 18 gives the sequence of
conﬁgurations that lies in the circular regions. Successively concatenating these conﬁgurations by the
Dubins path will give rise to the solution path of
DTSPN. Note that not only the conﬁgurations in
circular regions are adjusted but also the sequence of
conﬁgurations is reordered in the while loop.
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Algorithm 1 Descent algorithm (DA)
1: Input: set r > 0 and assign a value to zi

2:

3:

4:

5:

6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

// r denotes the radius and zi the center of the ith
// circular region
Initialization: Let k = 1 and L0 = ∞, and assign
a conﬁguration in C r (zi ) ∪ [0, 2π] to yik and a small
positive value to ε
(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn ) = ETSP(y1 , y2 , . . . , yn )
// using the solution to ETSP to order the
// sequence

k
k
L1 = n
j=1 F (yσj , yσj+1 )
// the length of the Dubins path consecutively
// connects y1k , y2k , . . . , ynk
while Lk − Lk−1 > ε do
// while the solution is improving, this loop
// continues
for j = 1 : int(n/2) do
// int(·) presents the integer part
i = 2j − 1
yσk+1
=
argmin {F [yσki , y] + F [y, yσki+2 ]}
i+1
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In the next section, the convergence of DA will
be established. By proposing an eﬃcient method to
solve the subproblem P in Eq. (4), the eﬃciency of
DA will be guaranteed.

4 Convergence and eﬃciency
In this section, the convergence and eﬃciency of
the DA in Algorithm 1 will be established.
4.1 Convergence of the descent algorithm
We shall show the following lemma and corollary that any sequence (Lk )k∈N generated by DA
converges to a cluster point in a ﬁnite number of
while-loop iterations:
Lemma 1 Any sequence (Lk )k∈N generated by DA
is monotonically non-increasing, i.e.,
Lk+1 ≤ Lk

y∈C r (zσi+1 )∪S

end for
for j = 1 : int(n/2) do
i = 2j
yσk+1
=
argmin {F [yσk+1
, y]+F [y, yσk+1
]}
i+1
i
i+2
y∈C r (zσi+1 )∪S

end for
(σ̂1 , σ̂2 , . . . , σ̂n ) = UPDATE(y1 , y2 , . . . , yn )
// randomly generate a sequence
n
n
if
j=1 F (yσj , yσj+1 ) >
j=1 F (yσ̂j , yσ̂j+1 )
then
// if the new sequence induces a shorter
// path
(σ1 , σ2 , . . . , σn ) = (σ̂1 , σ̂2 , . . . , σ̂n )
// update the order of sequence
end if

k = k + 1 and Lk = n
j=1 F (yσj , yσj+1 )
// update the values of k and Lk
end while
Output: (yσ1 , yσ2 , . . . , yσn ) = (yσk1 , yσk2 , . . . , yσkn )
// the optimal sequence and conﬁgurations in target
// regions

It can be seen that the computational burdens of
DA come mainly from steps 8 and 12 in Algorithm 1.
In fact, steps 8 and 12 require to solve the following
subproblem:
P: y=

arg min
η∈C r (z)∪[0,2π]

F (ya , η) + F (η, yb ) , (4)

where ya and yb are two conﬁgurations and C r (z) is
a circular region centered at z ∈ R2 with a radius
r > 0. Therefore, once the subproblem P can be
eﬃciently solved, then DA will be eﬃcient.
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for every k ∈ N.
Proof Let [yσk1 , yσk2 , . . . , yσkn ]k∈N be the sequence
of conﬁgurations generated by DA at the end of the
while loop in Algorithm 1. Fixing an arbitrary k ∈ N,
we have
Lk =

n−1

j=1

F [yσkj , yσkj+1 ]


(a)

≥

F [yσkj , yσk+1
] + F [yσk+1
, yσkj+2 ]
j+1
j+1

i=1:int(n/2),
j=2i−1


(b) n−1
≥

j=1

F [yσk+1
, yσk+1
]
j
j+1

= Lk+1 ,
(5)
where inequalities (a) and (b) are obtained by steps 8
and 12 in Algorithm 1, respectively. Since k takes
arbitrary values in N, it follows that inequality (5)
holds for any k ∈ N.
Thanks to the monotonically non-increasing
property established in Lemma 1, any solution to
DTSPN approximated by existing algorithms, such
as AA (Savla et al., 2005), SVA (Rathinam et al.,
2007), and LAA (Ma and Castanon, 2006), can be
improved further by DA. By the following corollary,
it is shown that the solution generated by the DA in
Algorithm 1 converges to a cluster point of DTSPN
in a ﬁnite number of iterations:
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Corollary 1 Let (Lk )k∈N be a sequence generated
by the DA in Algorithm 1. Given any ε > 0, there
exists a ﬁnite positive integer N ∈ N such that
|LN − LN +1 | ≤ ε.

(6)

Proof Note that the sequence (Li )k∈N generated
by DA is monotonically non-increasing according to
Lemma 1. Then, considering the fact that the sequence (Li )k∈N is bounded, the sequence (Li )k∈N
converges to a cluster point according to the monotone convergence theorem in Yeh (2006).
Therefore, DA is deterministically convergent
to a cluster point according to Lemma 1 and
Corollary 1. Thus, another issue arises; i.e., how
eﬃcient DA is when solving DTSPN. In Section 4.2,
the eﬃciency of DA will be ensured by proposing an
eﬃcient method to solve the subproblem P, which is
required in steps 8 and 12 in Algorithm 1.
4.2 Eﬃciency of the descent algorithm
It is clear that solving the subproblem P in
Eq. (4) is equivalent to ﬁnding the shortest Dubins
path from a ﬁxed initial conﬁguration ya to a ﬁxed
ﬁnal conﬁguration yb via an intermediate circular region C r (z). In this subsection, an eﬃcient method
for solving the subproblem P is presented.
Denote by C a circular arc and S a straight line
segment. According to Dubins (1957), the solution
paths between two conﬁgurations are smooth concatenations of C and S, and their patterns belong to
two families:
CSC = {RSR, RSL, LSR, LSL},
CCC = {RLR, LRL},
where R (resp. L) denotes that the circular arc has
a right (resp. left) turning direction. For example,
if the pattern of a solution path is CSC, the solution
path is a circular arc followed by a straight line segment and is ended by another circular arc, as shown
in Fig. 1. By Assumption 1, the solution path will
be the type of CSC. In such a case, given any two
conﬁgurations ya and yb and a circular region C r (z),
there are two cases for the relationship between the
circular region C r (z) and the shortest Dubins path
from ya to yb . Fig. 1 shows two cases; Fig. 1a shows
that the shortest Dubins path from ya to yb intersects with the intermediate circle, and Fig. 1b shows
that the shortest Dubins path from ya to yb does not
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intersect with the intermediate circle. Depending on
these two cases, the solution to subproblem P will
be treated separately in the two subsections.
Intermediate circle

(a)
Intermediate circle

(b)

Fig. 1 Two cases for the relationship between the
shortest Dubins path and the intermediate circular
region: (a) solution path intersecting with the intermediate circle; (b) solution path not intersecting with
the intermediate circle

4.2.1 Solution to P for the intersection case
When the shortest Dubins path from ya to yb intersects with the intermediate circular region C r (z),
the solution to subproblem P is in the overlap between the intermediate circular region and straight
line of the Dubins path (Fig. 1a). In this case, any
point on the overlapping segment can be considered
as the solution to the subproblem P. For simpliﬁcation, we choose the middle point of the overlapping
segment as the solution to P. It is clear that the
heading orientation angle is aligned to the straight
line segment. Because the shortest Dubins path between any two conﬁgurations can be obtained in a
constant time by checking at most four candidate
paths in CSC, the solution to P for the intersection
case in Fig. 1a can be analytically found by simple
geometric analysis.
4.2.2 Solution to P for the non-intersection case
When the shortest Dubins path from ya to yb
does not intersect with the intermediate circular
region C r (z), then the solution path of P has only
one common tangent point within the circular region
(Ván̆a and Faigl, 2015; Bhargav et al., 2019). By Assumption 1, it is known that the solution paths of P
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before and after the tangent point both take a form
of CSC (Fig. 2).
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we have
⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨F (θ) > 0,

F (θ) = 0,
⎪
⎪
⎩F (θ) < 0,

Circular region

θ > θ∗ ,
θ = θ∗ ,

(9)

θ < θ∗ ,

Z
I

where θ∗ ∈ S denotes the heading angle at the tangent point along the solution path of subproblem P.

T

Circular region

A
C

B

Final configuration

Initial configuration

Fig. 2
Geometry of the solution path of the
subproblem

For simpliﬁcation, denote C1 S2 C3 and C4 S5 C6
as the solution paths before and after the tangent
point, respectively. It has been shown in Ván̆a and
Faigl (2015) and Bhargav et al. (2019) that the arc
lengths of C3 and C4 are the same. Furthermore, it
has been established in Bhargav et al. (2019) that
the intersecting point (i.e., point I in Fig. 2) of S2
and S5 is collinear with the center z of the circular
region and the tangent point (i.e., point T in Fig. 2).
These geometric properties will be used to ﬁnd the
solution to P.
Given any θ ∈ S, we have that the point


T (θ) = z + [r cos(θ − π/2), r sin(θ − π/2)]

(7)

is tangent to the intermediate circular region C r (z).
Denote by C̄1 S̄2 C̄3 and C̄4 S̄5 C̄6 the shortest Dubins
paths from ya to [T (θ), θ] and from [T (θ), θ] to yb ,
respectively. Let I(θ) be the intersecting point of S̄2
and S̄5 . Deﬁne function


F (θ) = [cos θ, sin θ][I(θ) − T (θ)]T

(8)

as the inner product of the unit vector of [cos θ, sin θ]
and vector I(θ) − T (θ). Then, as shown in Fig. 3,

Final configuration

Initial configuration

Fig. 3 Geometry of the Dubins paths

The result established in Eq. (9) allows to use a
simple bisection method to accurately and eﬃciently
ﬁnd the optimal heading angle θ∗ at the tangent
point. Note that the shortest Dubins paths from ya
to (T (θ∗ ), θ∗ ) and from (T (θ∗ ), θ∗ ) to yb can be eﬃciently obtained by checking four candidate paths in
CSC. Thus, we can compute the solution to P eﬃciently. By embedding this eﬃcient bisection method
into Algorithm 1, the eﬃciency of DA can be significantly improved in comparison with the algorithm
proposed by Ván̆a and Faigl (2015), where the subproblem P is solved by an approximation method.
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5 Numerical simulations

5.2 Descent algorithm for DTSPN

In this section, a large number of numerical simulations are presented to demonstrate the performance of DA (Algorithm 1) in comparison with those
of several existing algorithms, such as AA, SVA, and
LAA. As shown in Ván̆a and Faigl (2015), evolutionary algorithms are computationally demanding when
applied to address DTSPN. Thus, we shall not compare the performance of DA with those of evolutionary algorithms.

We use a uniform distribution to randomly generate 30 circular regions (the radius of each region
is 4, i.e., r = 4) within the square [0, 100] × [0, 100]
(distance unit is meter). Considering the center of
each region as a target, we use the algorithm in Tran
(2019) to order the sequence (Fig. 5a), which actually gives the solution to ETSP.

0
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20
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Fig. 5 Paths of DTSPN generated by ETSP (a),
AA (b), SVA (c), LAA (d), DA (e), and DA with
a reordered sequence (f )
0
x

5

10

Fig. 4 Solution paths of subproblem P for diﬀerent
geometries

Numerical simulation results show that, using
Matlab, solving subproblem P in Eq. (4) averagely
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y

5
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−10
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10

5

80

y

According to Algorithm 1, the computational
cost of DA is determined mainly by the time needed
to solve each subproblem P. The bisection method
developed in Section 4.2 can solve each subproblem
P eﬃciently and accurately. In this subsection, the
time to solve subproblem P by the bisection method
is obtained through a large number of simulations.
Four examples selected from the simulated subproblems are presented in Fig. 4.
10

100

100
80

5.1 Bisection method for solving P

−10
−10

120

requires around tp = 2.49 × 10−5 s on a desktop with
Intel CoreTM i7-8550U CPU@1.80 GHz. Denote
by n > 0 the number of targets. Then, the while loop
in Algorithm 1 requires around n · tp . Thus, if the
number of targets is 30, a while loop in Algorithm 1
requires just around 7.47 × 10−4 s on the same desktop. In the next subsection, the performance of DA
will be presented.

From the ordered sequence of ETSP, AA (Savla
et al., 2005), SVA (Rathinam et al., 2007), LAA
(Ma and Castanon, 2006), and the developed DA
are tested on the randomly generated DTSPN. Note
that DA requires to guess a conﬁguration in each
target region. In this simulation, we choose the solution to LAA as the initial guess of DA. The lengths
of the solution paths generated by these algorithms
are presented in Table 1, from which we can see that
the performance of DA maintains its superiority in
comparison with those of AA, SVA, and LAA. We
can see that DA reordering the sequence of target
regions can generate a slightly better solution than
that not reordering the sequence.
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Table 1 Lengths of DTSPN’s solution paths generated
by AA, SVA, LAA, and DA
Algorithm
AA
SVA
LAA
DA∗
DA#
∗
#

Length
665.45
621.12
590.76
458.2
454.99

indicates that the order of sequence is not optimized.
indicates that the order of sequence is optimized

Note that reordering the sequence in
Algorithm 1 involves randomly inserting one
target region into a sequence which requires to
solve a subproblem P. Thanks to the bisection
method that can eﬃciently and accurately solve the
subproblem P in Eq. (4), reordering the sequence in
Algorithm 1 does not distinctly inﬂuence the total
computational cost.
The solution paths generated by AA, SVA,
LAA, and DA are presented in Fig. 5. Fig. 5 clearly
shows that the paths generated by AA, SVA, and
LAA must pass through the center of each region.
Unlike the three existing algorithms, the visiting
point of DA in each region is optimized instead of
being ﬁxed, which leads to a better-quality solution
(Table 1).
By a large number of simulations with 30 regions
randomly generated by uniform distribution, the DA
coded in Matlab is tested, showing that it averagely
takes 0.014 s on a desktop with Intel CoreTM i78550U CPU@1.80 GHz to generate the solution to
DTSPN with 30 target regions. In fact, the computational time can be further improved if DA is coded
by C++ or other more eﬃcient programming languages. In conclusion, the development of DA can
solve DTSPN in an eﬃcient way.

6 Conclusions
Aiming at addressing DTSPN in an eﬃcient
way, we have proposed a gradient-free descent algorithm. The core idea of the algorithm is to decompose DTSPN into a series of subproblems, each
of which consists of ﬁnding the shortest path from
a conﬁguration to another conﬁguration via an intermediate circular region. Considering that the
computational cost of the descent algorithm is determined mainly by the time to solve each subproblem,
a simple bisection method has been established to
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eﬃciently and accurately address the subproblems.
Numerical simulation results showed that the subproblems can be solved within several milliseconds.
This allows the descent method to address DTSPN
in an eﬃcient way even if the number of targets is
up to 30. In addition, a larger number of simulations
have been conducted to show that any approximation solution obtained by existing methods, such as
AA, SVA, and LAA, can be further improved by the
proposed algorithm.
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